
Kira is an award-winning machine 
learning software that identifies, 
extracts, and analyzes content in 
your contracts and documents with 
unparalleled accuracy and efficiency.

From increasing the efficiency of the contract review process to the 
flexibility of building and integrating solutions together, Kira allows you to 

easily extract insights from your contracts and documents.

PARTNER ECOSYSTEM.  

We collaborate with partners 

to optimize workflows for your 

team, enabling you to review, 

export and report with ease. 

Our ecosystem allows the 

flexibility to embed Kira into 

any existing frameworks with 

the capability to build new 

solutions, ultimately working 

better together. 

PATENTED MACHINE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
Kira is a supervised machine learning platform augmented by 

our in-house subject matter experts, adding intelligence and 

visualization capabilities to enhance the accuracy and efficiency 

of your contract and document review process.

1,000+ BUILT-IN SMART FIELDS
Instantly get started on contract review projects by using Kira’s  

built-in smart fields. Trained by experienced lawyers, accountants, 

and subject matter experts, this out-of-the-box feature extracts 

over 1,000 common provisions, clauses, and data points for you 

with high accuracy.

QUICK STUDY
Empower your team to meet the unique needs of your client 

or business by easily creating custom smart fields so Kira can 

accurately identify any desired provisions, clauses, and data 

points you want.



ONE PLATFORM, MULTIPLE USE CASES

Kira amplifies your team’s capabilities to address challenges within your specific industry and business verticals, 

helping you analyze more documents with high efficiency and accuracy. Our software is available in the cloud or  

on-premises, depending on your organization’s needs.

OUR CUSTOMERS

Kira Systems has a global presence with law firms, 

professional service firms, Fortune 100 corporations, and 

financial services customers. 

M&A DUE DILIGENCE. Streamline your due diligence 

process from the initial data room download to the final 

report produced.

DEAL POINTS. Conduct your own deal point studies and 

find relevant information to stay on top of market trends 

and deal terms.

FINANCE. Immediately access loan terms for current or 

historical transactions, and complete loan agreement due 

diligence quickly and accurately.

AUDIT. Complete audit reviews in a timely and cost-effective 

manner and reduce your team’s audit risk by reviewing more 

comprehensive sample sets. 

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT. Capture the experience and 

knowledge of your professionals so that it can be shared for 

the benefit of the entire organization.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT. Improve the efficiency of any 

review project with Kira’s intuitive user interface, machine 

learning models, and workflow features.

COMPLIANCE. Respond quickly to all regulatory changes 

with a cost-effective approach.

LEASE ABSTRACTION. Quickly access lease terms for 

a single building or an entire portfolio and use Kira to 

complete real estate due diligence efficiently with  

high accuracy.

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMPLIANCE.  

Allow your accounting teams to respond efficiently to 

regulatory and other changes that may impact the 

preparation of your clients’ financial statements or  

internal reports.

CONTRACT METADATA EXTRACTION. Empower your 

company and advisors to quickly and accurately populate 

contract metadata during the implementation or migration 

of a new contract management system.

CONSULTING. Provide your consulting teams with the 

contract data they need to help clients run their businesses 

more efficiently.

Top 2 Global Pharma 
Companies

Top Global 
Accounting Firms

4 of 5 Firms in UK’s 
Magic Circle

Unlock the data in your 
contracts and documents. 
Request your demo here:

kirasystems.com/demo

Top Canadian & US 
Investment Banks

Top 3 German Auto 
Manufacturers

Over 1/3 of Am Law 
100 Firms




